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Abstract
The distance between the paramagnetic state of a native cofactor and a spin label is measured in the photosynthetic reaction centre
from the bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides R26. A two-frequency pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance method [double-electron–
electron spin resonance (DEER)] is used. A distance of 3.05 nm between the semiquinone anion state of the primary acceptor (QA)
and the spin label at the native cysteine at position 156 in the H-subunit is found. Molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations are performed
to interpret the distance. A 6 ns run comprising the entire RC protein yields a distance distribution that is close to the experimental one.
The average distance found by the MD simulation is smaller than the distance obtained by DEER by at least 0.2 nm. To better represent
the experiments performed at low temperature (60 K), a MD method to mimic the freezing-in of the room-temperature conformations is
introduced. Both MD methods yield similar distances, but the second method has a trend towards a wider distance distribution.
Ó 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Double-electron–electron resonance; Molecular-dynamics simulations; Spin-label EPR; Distance determination; Reaction centre Rhodobacter
sphaeroides

1. Introduction
Methods for distance determination in biological systems are sought to obtain structure information in cases
where the more conventional methods, such as X-ray crystallography, cannot be applied. This is often the case for
membrane proteins, in particular when investigating conformational changes related to electron-transfer events.
Given the large inﬂuence of the donor–acceptor distance
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on the electron-transfer rates, and the importance of conformational changes in the regulation of these processes,
structural information is of particular relevance. The reaction centre (RC) of bacterial photosynthesis is one of the
paradigmatic electron-transfer membrane proteins. Early
on, diﬀerences in electron-transfer rates depending on the
history of the sample had been found, and structural
changes were implicated as one possible origin for that
[1]. Information about structural changes upon electrontransfer events in this system is available from X-ray crystallography. The neutral state was compared to the ﬁnal
charge separated state, where the primary electron donor
(D) is oxidized (D+) and the ﬁnal, secondary quinone
(QB) was reduced (QB ) [2]. Besides major changes around
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Fig. 1. Structure of the reaction centre with QA, the Fe-(II) ion (blue dot),
and the spin-labelled cysteine (R1) highlighted (left). Numbering scheme
of ubiquinone, R: isoprenoid C10 chain (right).

the QB binding site, also small changes of structure in other
regions of the protein were detected.
Here we explore the possibility to address such questions
by a pulsed, two-frequency EPR method double electron
electron spin resonance (DEER) in combination with
molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations on a reaction centre
(RC) of the bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeriodes R26. The
distance between a natural cofactor, the primary quinone
acceptor (QA), and a spin label is investigated (Fig. 1).
To do so, the quinone is reduced to the semiquinone anion
radical state QA , and the spin label is attached to the native
cysteine at position 156 in the H-subunit (H156) [3,25].
Previously, in other proteins, distances between two spin
labels, often introduced by site-directed mutagenesis have
been measured. Relating the distances between two spin
labels to the structure of the protein is hampered by the
unknown orientation of the 0.5 nm long linker joining
the spin label to the protein backbone [4]. Combining a
native cofactor that is ﬁxed in the protein with a spin label
should reduce that uncertainty without sacriﬁcing the ﬂexibility the spin-label approach oﬀers with respect to the
region of the protein to be probed.
Molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations are performed
to analyse the spin-label linker conformation in order to
compare the distance obtained by DEER with the X-ray
structure. As the experimental data are obtained on a frozen sample, an MD approach is proposed to simulate the
freezing-in of the room-temperature conformations.
We show that by DEER, the distance between the spin
label at position H156 and the native cofactor QA can be
determined with high precision. The MD simulations with
a length of 6 ns yield a good agreement with the width and
the shape of the distance distribution obtained by DEER,
but result in a smaller distance than experimentally
observed. The origin of this diﬀerence is discussed.
2. Results
The EPR experiments were performed on spin labelled
RC’s, in which the native Fe(II)-ion (S = 2), which forms
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a magnetically coupled spin pair with the QA radical, was
replaced with the diamagnetic Zn(II) (SL-ZnRCs). The
semiquinone-anion radical of QA (QA ) was generated by
photoreduction (see Section 4). In Fig. 2, the ese-detected
EPR spectrum of the sample is shown. The two paramagnetic centres, i.e. the nitroxide and the QA , give rise to two
signals. The EPR signal of QA (dashed line) contributes to
the intensity in the central part of the spectrum and the
spin label has the typical nitroxide powder spectrum (dotted line). The amount of QA formed by illumination is
determined from the frozen solution cw-EPR spectrum of
the sample. Simulations accounting for the superposition
of the spin label and the QA EPR signal reveal a yield of
0.95 ± 0.1 of QA relative to the spin-label signal. As the
spin-labelling eﬃciency is determined to be 0.9 ± 0.2 for
the SL-ZnRC sample, an almost 1:1 ratio of spin label
and QA signal indicates that QA is generated with high eﬃciency, and that almost all spin-labelled RCs contain QA .
Fig. 3A shows the DEER time traces of the light and the
dark samples, performed under the same experimental conditions. Whereas the time trace of the dark sample reveals
no distinct modulation, the trace of the light sample shows
a pronounced modulation, which amounts to 5% modulation depth. As only intramolecular spin–spin interactions
give rise to modulation in the DEER experiment, the modulation reveals the interaction between the two paramagnetic centres, the spin label and the QA . By Fourier
transformation, the frequency of the modulation, which
is related to the distance, can be obtained (Fig. 3B). It
shows a peak at 2 MHz, revealing a distance of 3.0 nm.
Time traces were analysed according to Jeschke et al.
[5–7]. Simulations using Gaussian distance distributions
yield the distances shown in Fig. 3C: A major component
at 3.05 nm with a width (full-width at half-height) of
0.24 nm (Table 1) and a minor component (max. 20%
of the spin pairs) with a distance of 4.5 nm and a width

Fig. 2. Electron-spin-echo detected EPR signal (absorption mode) of the
SL-ZnRC after illumination. Experimental conditions: temperature,
T = 15 K; pulses, pp/2 = 16 ns, pp = 32 ns; s = 150 ns; repetition time,
2 s. As the repetition time is small with respect to the longitudinal
relaxation time (T1) of QA , but not of the nitroxide, the relative intensity
of the QA signal compared with the nitroxide signal is smaller than in cwEPR (see text). Simulations: dashed line, spectrum of QA ; dotted line,
nitroxide spin label; thin solid line, superposition.
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Table 1
Distances obtained from DEER experiments and MD calculations

DEER
MD
MDb

Distance (nm)

Widtha (nm)

3.05(5)
2.80(5)
2.80(5)

0.24(2)
0.17(5)
0.25(5)

a

Full width at half height.
From energy-minimized structures from MD run. Gaussian ﬁt of
histogram shown in Fig. 4B.
b

Fig. 3. Results of DEER experiments on SL-ZnRCs: (A) DEER time
traces of light (bottom) and dark sample (top); thin solid line, ﬁt using
Gaussian distance distribution; dotted line, Tikhonov regularization (see
text). (B) Fourier transform of DEER time trace of light sample. (C)
Distance distributions: Gaussian distribution (top), result of Tikhonov
regularization (centre); distance distribution from MD simulation shifted
by +0.28 nm to facilitate comparison (bottom).

of 0.8 nm. The origin of the minor component is not clear
at present. For the major component, the error to determine the centre of the distribution is 0.05 nm. Fitting the
data with an arbitrary distance distribution (model-free
approach), as proposed in [8,9], results in a slightly diﬀerent distance distribution (Fig. 3C). For the main peak at
3.05 nm, the distribution is close to Gaussian with an additional contribution of lower amplitude centered around
3.45 nm. Comparing the ﬁts to the data (Fig. 3A), the model-free approach (dotted line, Fig. 3A) only slightly
improves the ﬁt to the data compared to the Gaussian distance distribution (thin solid line, Fig. 3A), suggesting that
a Gaussian distribution describes the data suﬃciently well.
The absence of modulation in the dark sample conﬁrms
that the distance of 3.05 nm is due to the interaction of
the spin label with the light-induced QA .
The results of the MD simulations are shown in Fig. 4A,
where the distances between the geometrical centre of the
N- and O-atoms of the nitroxide and the O5 atom of the
QA are depicted. The trajectory is ﬂat, revealing that the
overall structure is well equilibrated during the trajectory.
The distribution of distances for all structures of the MD
run is shown in Fig. 4B. For comparison with the experimental data, the distribution is ﬁtted to a Gaussian lineshape with the parameters given in Table 1. In Table 2,
the distances from the spin label to all QA-ring atoms are
listed for one structure at the centre of the distribution. It
reveals that the orientation of QA is such that the distance
from the nitroxide to O5 is larger than that to the remaining ring atoms of the QA. To illustrate the conformations
of the spin label during the MD run, the position of the
nitroxide group relative to QA is shown in Fig. 5 for
15,000 frames of the trajectory.
Energy minimization was performed for 30 structures,
chosen at random time points of the MD run. The distribution of NO-O5 distances obtained from these structures is
shown as a histogram superimposed on the distance distribution in Fig. 4B. The distance at which the maximum of
the distance distribution is located is similar in the two
cases, but the histogram is ﬂatter at the top, an indication
that the energy-minimized structures could have a broader
distance distribution. Fitting the histogram to a Gaussian
results in the parameters given in Table 1.
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Fig. 5. Conformational space covered by the nitroxide group (shown in
red for 15,000 frames of the trajectory) of the spin-label side-chain (R1) at
position H156 and relative orientation of QA. In grey, section of the
backbone of the H-subunit. The position of O5 of QA is shown in blue;
separation between QA and R1 not drawn to scale.

Fig. 4. Distance between O5 of QA and the centre of the N–O bond of the
spin label for all frames of the MD run (A). (B) Distance distribution of
(A) with histogram of results of energy minimization on 30 structures (see
text).

Table 2
Distance from QA ring atoms to the spin label NO group for a typical
structure of the MD run
QA-ring atom

Distance (nm)

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C1M
O2
O5

2.61
2.54
2.57
2.67
2.74
2.69
2.55
2.44
2.83

3. Discussion
We explore, whether the changes in protein conformation related to electron-transfer events could, in principle,
be detected by measuring the distance between a native
cofactor and a spin label in an electron-transfer membrane
protein. To measure this distance, the DEER technique is
employed. The modulation observed in the DEER time
traces (Fig. 3A) is evidence for the interaction of the cofactor (QA ) and the spin label at H156. The frequency of the
modulation corresponds to a distance of approximately

3 nm. This distance is too large to result in signiﬁcant line
broadening of the cw-EPR spectra, emphasizing the need
to employ the DEER technique.
Further analysis shows that the distance distribution has
a Gaussian shape, the centre of which is at 3.05 nm and can
be determined with a precision of 0.05 nm. The width of
the distance distribution is 0.24 nm. A small additional
component at a distance larger than 4 nm is found, the origin of which is unclear at present.
To obtain more detailed structural information from the
DEER experiment, it has to be taken into account that the
dipolar interaction is proportional to 1/r3 with r, the distance between the centres of spin density on the two paramagnetic partners. Thus, the distribution of spin density
over the semiquinone ring of the QA and over the nitroxide
group of the spin label needs to be known.
The spin density on QA is distributed over the entire quinone ring, with the majority at the ring C–O-groups. It is
known that the spin-density distribution is asymmetric
with respect to the two C–O groups of the ring [10–12],
but to date there is no quantitative analysis of the spin-density distribution. Therefore, the average centre of spin density on QA cannot be determined. For reference, we give the
distance to O5 on the QA. On the spin label, the spin density is almost equally distributed over the N and O atoms
of the nitroxide group, making the geometric centre of N
and O a good approximation for the average centre of spin
density.
The distance between QA and the nitroxide group of the
spin label further depends on the conformation of the linker joining the spin-label ring to the protein backbone
atoms. From the X-ray structure, only the location of the
atoms of the cysteine to which the spin label is attached,
i.e., the Ca and Cb atoms can be obtained. The length of
the tether in the extended conformation is 0.56 nm, measured from the Cb atom of the protein to the nitroxide
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group. Therefore, the distance from the nitroxide group to
QA can diﬀer substantially from the distance between the
Cb atom of the cysteine and QA.
Previously, this factor was taken into account [13], suggesting that by comparing the distance from Ca and Cb to
the centre of interest, the orientation of the spin label can
be estimated: If the distance from the centre of interest to
Ca is shorter than the distance to Cb the spin label must
point away from Cb, thus the distance from the centre of
interest to the spin label is larger than the distance to
Cb, whereas in the opposite case the distance is smaller.
For H156, the distance between O5 of QA and Ca
(3.15 nm) is a little larger than that of Cb (3.06 nm), suggesting that the nitroxide of the spin label points towards
QA and that the distance between Cb and QA should be
an upper limit for the distance from the nitroxide group
to QA. The experimentally determined distance is
3.05 nm, thus in agreement with that approach. The
remaining centres of spin density on QA are closer to Ca
and Cb of H156, thus, with respect to these centres, the
measured distance is larger than what is expected from
the model.
The width of the distance distribution is 0.24 nm. For
the interaction of the spin label with a native cofactor that
is ﬁrmly anchored in the protein, the only source of a
broadening of the distance distribution are multiple conformations of the spin label with respect to the protein
backbone. Thus, in the case of spin-label-cofactor interactions the width of the distance distribution should be smaller than for the interaction of two spin labels with each
other. The analysis of Freed et al. [13] suggests that a single
spin label can have a conformational distribution between
0.2 and 0.6 nm. Thus, the width observed is consistent with
the width expected for a single spin label.
Given the relatively large ambiguity of the position
of the spin label due to the conformation of the spin-label linker, the distances cannot be interpreted based on
the X-ray structure alone. Therefore, the orientation of
the linker attaching the spin label to the protein backbone was determined by MD calculations on the entire
protein. This yields the position of the nitroxide group
of the spin label, and thus allows to determine the distance. The conformational space visited by the spin
label during the MD run determines the width of the
distance distribution, which is compared to the experimental one.
For the distance from O5 of QA to the centre of the N–
O-bond, the MD simulations yield a distance distribution
with an approximately Gaussian shape at 2.80 nm with a
width of 0.17 nm (see Fig. 4B). The small width of the distribution derives from the fact that the linker conformation
is restricted by a protein loop in the vicinity of the nitroxide. This ﬁnding agrees with the relatively low mobility of
the spin label found by liquid-solution EPR [25]. The average distance is smaller than the distance between Cb of
H156 and QA, which is in agreement with the model proposed by Freed et al. [13].

Energy minimization was performed for random structures visited during the MD run. This should model the situation in the frozen sample, where the orientations of the
spin label populated at room temperature are frozen-in
and form the ensemble of structures that is observed in
the low-temperature experiment. The centre of the histogram of the distance distribution obtained by energy minimization (Fig. 4B) is close to the distribution from the
MD run. The histogram is more asymmetric and wider
than the distribution of the MD run. To quantify this,
the histogram was ﬁt to a Gaussian shape with the parameters given in Table 1. Apparently, as modelled in the MD
simulations, the room-temperature conformations of the
spin label and the ensemble of conformations in the low
temperature sample do not have identical distance distributions, but the number of energy minimized structures is too
small to unambiguously determine that point.
To compare the results of the MD simulations with the
experimental ones, in Fig. 3C, the distance distribution of
the MD run is compared to the distribution obtained from
the DEER experiments. The width and the shape of the
simulation agree well with the experiment, showing that
the spread in the conformations of the spin-label linker is
adequately modelled in the MD calculations. The average
distance of 2.8 nm from the atom O5 of QA to the centre
of the NO-group of the spin label in the MD simulations
is signiﬁcantly smaller than the distance obtained from
experiment. The disagreement must be even larger, since
the other centres of spin density on QA are closer to the
nitroxide than O5 (see Table 2). For example, the smallest
distance, 2.45 nm, is found for O2, which certainly also carries a large spin density. A quantitative analysis of this factor will only be possible once the assignment of spin
densities over QA is known. To estimate how large the difference could be, we take the spin-density distribution of
QA derived from DFT calculations in [14]. According to
these calculations, the spin density on the C–O groups is
70% and slightly asymmetric. Using these spin densities
yields an average distance of 2.62 nm for the structure given in Table 2. A symmetric spin density distribution only
changes this distance by 0.01 nm, showing that small
changes of the spin-density distribution have only minor
eﬀects on the distance.
Several factors could account for the discrepancy
between the distance in the MD simulations and the experiment: (i) Incomplete sampling of the spin-label conformations, (ii) the charge on QA, that is present in the DEER
experiment, but not in the X-ray structure or the MD simulations could play a role, (iii) the structure of the RC in
frozen solution could diﬀer from that in the crystal, and
(iv) the structure could diﬀer because the native Fe(II) is
replaced by Zn(II).
Incomplete sampling of the spin-label conformations (i)
should not be a problem, because the mobility of the spin
label observed in liquid-solution, room-temperature EPR
[25] is well represented in MD simulations using the same
approach. Nevertheless, freezing of the sample could aﬀect
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the spin-label conformation and result in a diﬀerent distance distribution than calculated from the MD run. The
distance distribution after energy minimization (histogram)
points in that direction, but there are not enough data
points to unambiguously determine that. Assuming that
the linker conformation is properly represented in the
MD simulations, the discrepancy of the distances must be
largely due to the protein backbone conformation in the
X-ray structure, which is the starting point of the MD
simulation.
It is diﬃcult to envisage how the charge on QA (ii) could
have a structural eﬀect on the protein over such a long distance. Nevertheless, in principle, this point could be
addressed by MD methods, provided that the run is long
enough to allow relaxation of the protein backbone.
Diﬀerences in the structure of the RC in frozen solution
and in the crystal (iii) could, for example, be due to the
glycerol added to the frozen solution, which is absent in
the crystal. There are suggestions that glycerol could aﬀect
the structure or the position of the H-subunit (Borovykh
et al., unpublished). As the spin label is attached to the
H-subunit, this could have an eﬀect on the distance
observed by DEER. Crystallization of the spin-labelled
protein and EPR distance determination in the crystal
would yield information about (iii). Given the challenges
involved in the crystallization of membrane proteins this
is an ambitious project. (iv) Previous experiments have
not given indications for gross structural changes upon
replacing the native Fe(II) by Zn(II). For example, electron-transfer rates between the cofactors did show signiﬁcant diﬀerences in Fe(II) or Zn(II) RCs [15].
Nevertheless, a change in position of the H-subunit would
not necessarily have an eﬀect on the electron-transfer rates,
and, therefore, could have escaped detection in the past.
Thus, (iii) and (iv) are the most probable sources for the
discrepancy between the distances observed by DEER
and in the MD simulations. Further information about
the origin of the discrepancy could be obtained by measuring the distance between QA and spin labels at other positions in the RC. Since the remaining native cystines in the
RC are either too buried in the protein or in the detergent
micelle to be accessible for labelling [25] this would require
site-directed mutagenesis to introduce new spin-label sites.
In the present study, we show that by our DEER approach,
distances in such samples can be measured to high precision. This is the prerequisite to embark on the site-directed
mutagenesis approach to this system.
3.1. Summary and outlook
We show that the distance between a cofactor and a
spin label in an electron-transfer protein can be measured with a precision of ±0.05 nm. To estimate if that
would be suﬃcient to determine structural changes in a
protein due to an electron-transfer reaction, we compare
the crystallographic structures of the RC in the dark
(charge-neutral) state (PDB-entry: AIJ) and in the char-
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ge-separated state (PDB-entry AIG), in which the primary electron donor D is oxidized (D+) and the
secondary quinone, QB, is reduced (QB ) [2]. The distance
between the Cb atom of H156 and O5 of QA in the
charge separated state diﬀers by 0.2 nm from that in
the dark state. The precision of our method is suﬃcient
to detect that change, conﬁrming that the method is
suitable to detect changes in protein conformation upon
electron transfer.
4. Materials and methods
Reaction centres (RCs) of Rb. sphaeroides R26 were isolated according to Feher et al. [16]. For the pulsed EPR
measurements, the native Fe(II)-ion (S = 2) was replaced
with Zn(II) (ZnRCs) as described by Tiede and Dutton
[17]. ZnRCs were solubilized in TEL-buﬀer consisting of
10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA, and 0.025% lauryldimethylamine N-oxide. Labelling was done by adding
the spin label 1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-D-pyrroline-3methyl methanethiosulfonate (MTSL - Toronto Research
Chemicals Inc. (Canada)) in acetone to a solution of the
RCs. The acetone concentration during the labelling was
below 10% (v/v), see for details [25]. Spin-labelled ZnRCs
are referred to as SL-ZnRCs. The ratio of bound spin
label/RC was determined by cw-EPR to be 0.9 ± 0.2 [25].
The QA radical was generated by freezing the sample under
illumination in the presence of a 10–30 times molar excess
of sodium ascorbate (light sample). As a reference, a sample of the same batch of spin labelled ZnRCs that was kept
in the dark was used (dark sample). For low temperature
measurements 66% (v/v) of glycerol was added to the sample to provide a transparent glass when freezing. The ﬁnal
concentration of RCs was A800 = 30 cm 1, i.e., approximately 100 lM.
4.1. EPR experiments
The EPR experiments were performed on a Bruker Elexsys E680 spectrometer (BrukerBiospin, Rheinstetten). The
cw-EPR spectra were obtained at 40 K, using a rectangular
cavity equipped with a Helium ﬂow cryostat, model ESR
900 H. The electron-spin-echo detected EPR spectra were
obtained in a dielectric resonator ER 4118 X-MD-5-W1
(BrukerBiospin, Rheinstetten) using a pp/2–s–pp echo
sequence. The cw- and electron-spin echo (ese)-detected
EPR spectra were simulated with MatlabÒ using the Easyspin routines [18,19]. To account for the superposition of
the signals of the spin label and QA , the simulated spectrum
of QA was added to the spin-label spectrum, adjusting the
intensity of the QA spectrum to give the best agreement
with the experimental spectrum.
4.2. DEER experiments
For DEER experiments, the spectrometer was modiﬁed
as described before [20]. The DEER experiment was per-
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formed at 60 K using a Helium ﬂow system by Oxford,
model CF 935. The four-pulse DEER sequence [21] p1–
t1–p2–t2–p3 with a pump pulse inserted after p2 was
employed. Pulse lengths were 32 ns for p1, p2, and p3, and
amplitudes were adjusted to obtain a p/2 pulse for p1 and
p-pulses for p2 and p3. The pump-pulse length was 36 ns,
and the pump power was adjusted for maximum inversion
of the echo. Delay times were t1 = 200 ns, t2 = 2000 ns and
the time T, at which the pump pulse was inserted after p2
was varied. The observer ﬁeld was set to the low ﬁeld edge
of the spin-label EPR spectrum and the pump frequency
adjusted to coincide with the maximum of the ese-EPR
spectrum, where the QA -EPR signal is superimposed on
the spin-label signal.
4.3. Analysis of DEER results
For the analysis of the distance distributions, ﬁrstly,
Gaussian distance distributions were tried using the program DEERﬁt [5–7]. The parameters were adjusted manually, and errors were estimated by determining the
magnitude of the changes in the parameters that resulted
in simulated curves outside the noise limit of the experiment. For the ﬁtting procedure with arbitrary distance distributions, the methods provided in the program
DeerAnalysis2004 [5–7] were used. In all cases, a distance
of approximately 3 nm was dominant. An additional smaller contribution at distances larger than 4 nm was always
present, with a larger width of the distribution and a stronger deviation from Gaussian than that at the distance of
approximately 3 nm. The distribution discussed in the text
was obtained using Tikhonov regularization in the frequency domain.
4.4. Molecular dynamics
The initial structure was the high-resolution X-ray structure, 1AIJ (resolution 2.2 Å, dark state). The spin label was
attached to position H156 [3,25]. The MD simulations of
the protein in vacuum were performed as described earlier,
using the Gromacs simulations suite [22–24]. The starting
orientation of the spin label was such that the nitroxide
head group was oriented towards the Fe(II) ion that is
located between QA and QB. The dihedral angles of the
spin-label linker were adjusted to avoid close contacts with
the neighbouring side chains. Then the structure was energy minimized using steepest-descent and conjugate-gradient algorithms in 1000 steps. This involved a preparation
run of 1 ns at 300 K with constraints on all-bonds and no
position restraints. During this preparation run the average
deviation of all Ca positions from their initial values converges within the ﬁrst 400 ps to 0.12 nm. After this time
the system was observed to be stable. The maximum value
of the root mean square deviation of averaged Ca positions
from their initial (crystal) positions is less than 0.18 nm.
This shows that the absence of crystal contacts or the lack
of the stabilizing eﬀects of a lipid bilayer during the MD

simulation does not lead to gross structural changes of
the protein. Next, the temperature was gradually raised
from 300 to 600 K, while the positions of the carbon, oxygen and nitrogen atoms of the backbone and the positions
of the cofactors were restrained to avoid possible initial
steps of unfolding of the protein. The system was equilibrated for 1 ns at 600 K. The resulting structure was used
as the starting point for the MD run, which lasted 6 ns with
time steps of 2 fs.
To better represent the experiments carried out at 60 K,
30 structures were chosen at arbitrary time points of the
MD run and used as starting structures for energy minimization. This should simulate the freezing-in of diﬀerent
conformations in the low-temperature experiment. Thus,
an ensemble of structures was generated. The distances
observed in this ensemble of structures were compared to
those of the MD run.
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